To improve the service quality of service robots for the disabled, immune system is applied on robot for its advantages such as diversity, dynamic, parallel management, self-organization, and self-adaptation. According to the immune system theory, local environment condition sensed by robot is considered an antigen while robot is regarded as B-cell and possible node as antibody, respectively. Antibody-antigen affinity is employed to choose the optimal possible node to ensure the service robot can pass through the optimal path. The paper details the immune system applications on service robot and gives experimental results.
Introduction
For recent years, the robots have already massively been applied in many fields. Service robots especially have developed rapidly to complete tasks for the humanity's beneficial services. Recently, with the aging problem of the global community being increasingly serious, the service robots mainly for the elderly and the disabled have been a hot research focus. Li et al. [1] developed seven degrees of freedom movable nursing robot taking high paraplegia as the nursing object to help the patients fetch medicine, water, and books in nobody situations. Zhihua et al. [2] had presented a movable service robot with double working arms to serve the elderly and the disabled. For these service robots, path planning is an important issue. In large-scale environment with obstacles, path planning is to make the robot move along the optimal path and evade obstacles from a start position to the target location. The research of robot path planning was started at the middle of the 1960s. The interests in this area grew rapidly after the publication of Wesley [3] in 1979. From then on, many methods have been developed. There are many traditional methods, such as grid theory [4] , potential field method [5] , the genetic algorithm [6] , and neural network [7] . Nowadays, immune system is receiving more attention and is realized as a new research hotspot of biologically inspired computational intelligence approach after the genetic algorithms, neural networks, and evolutionary computation in the research of intelligent systems [8] . It is now widely used in the fields such as data mining, network security, pattern recognition, learning, and optimization for the immune system has lots of appealing features such as diversity, dynamic, parallel management, self-organization, and self-adaptation.
In this paper, biological system is applied on mobile robot to serve the disabled with better path. To ensure the service robot can pass through the optimal path, the robot needs to move along an optimal path. Firstly, admissible space tree is generated to obtain possible nodes. Then immune system is applied for its appealing features. Referring to the immune system theory, local environment information is counted as antigen and the possible node is regarded as antibody. On this basis, the affinity is calculated to choose the optimal possible node. Finally, with the node update rules, the optimal path is planned.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the overall design is addressed. Section 3 presents biological immune system in detail. Section 4 describes the application of immune system on mobile robot followed by experiment results given in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 6. 
Overall Design for Immune System Application on Mobile Robot
To serve the disabled well, immune system is applied on mobile robot for its advantages such as self-organization, parallel management, self-adaptation, diversity, and dynamic. The detail of application is shown in Figure 1 . Broadly speaking, to accomplish the serving task, this proposed method can be divided into three parts. One is admissible space tree generation. The purpose of this part is to find possible nodes for robot. Another one is immune system application. This part aims to optimize possible nodes; thus the robot path can be optimal during serving process. Last one is topology map construction. For this part, topology map is constructed to demonstrate the path which the robot has passed.
The Biological Immune System Theory
The biological immune system, which protects living bodies from the invading of foreign substances such as viruses, bacteria, and other parasites (called antigens), has two types of immunity in the human body. One is the humoral immunity and the other one is the cell mediated immunity.
Two main types of lymphocyte, namely, B-cell and T-cell, play a remarkable role in both immunities [9] . B-cell participates in the humoral immunity with secreting antibodies by the clonal proliferation and T-cell takes part in cell mediated immunity. For T-cells, there are two classes. One class is called killer T-cells, which destroy the infected cell when the infection is recognized. The other class is called helper T-cells, which trigger clonal expansion and stimulate or suppress antibody formation. Lymphocytes float freely in the blood and lymph nodes to patrol for foreign antigens. When an infectious foreign pathogen attacks the human body, the lymphocytes will be sensitive to these antigens and become activated. Then the helper T-cell releases the cytokines, which are the proliferate signals acting on the producing B-cell or the other remote cells. On the other hand, B-cell becomes stimulated and creates antibodies when a B-cell recognizes an antigen. The secreted antibodies are the soluble receptors of B-cell and these antibodies can be distributed throughout the body. An antibody's paratope can bind with an antigen's epitope according to their affinity. Moreover, an antibody can not only distinguish an antigen, but also be distinguished by other antibodies [10] . The biological immune system abstract model is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Immune System Application on Robot
With the aging problem of the global community being increasingly serious, the service robots mainly for the elderly and the disabled have been paid more attention to. Therefore, path planning, as a key issue for serving task, has been a hot research topic. Meanwhile, biological immune system is receiving more attention and is widely applied in many fields for advantages of diversity, dynamic, parallel management, self-organization, and self-adaptation. To meet the elderly and the disabled demands and serve delivery tasks well, immune system is applied on robot with its specific advantages. According to the biological immune system, possible nodes are regarded as antibodies and local environment information is considered an antigen. Affinity between antibody and antigen is the chosen reference of target node to ensure the robot path is optimal throughout the delivery task service.
Possible Nodes.
Admissible space tree, a set of nodes and graphs, is presented to demonstrate that the robot can move from current position to the nodes directly in the environment. The gathered reading data from laser scanning is separated into several layers according to the Euclidean distance far from the robot. Some of layers are usually partitioned into different sections since the existence of obstacles. At current stage, there are two approaches that can be used to obtain the admissible space tree of the robot. One requires the area covered with obstacle to be dilated, and whether a section is wide enough to pass the robot will be accordingly discriminated. The other one uses the width of the robot as measurement criterion in selection of admissible space tree [11] .
When the current AST is available, the furthest node is selected as current possible node , which describes the admissible direction. A set of possible nodes is established for the current node. It is defined as follows:
While the robot is exploring in the unknown environment autonomously, possible nodes are generated continuously. Sometimes, some of those nodes closed to the established topology or possible nodes may not belong to a former topology's admissible space tree.
Therefore, in order to avoid revisiting and guarantee the global convergence of instant goal node, node updating rules are used to append, rebind, or get rid of those nodes. The details of the possible nodes chosen process and node updating rules are illustrated in Figure 3. 
Immune System Application.
In the biological immune system, the antibody can recognize antigen based on affinity. Immune response will produce when the affinity between antibody and antigen is large. Through combining with each other, binding is formed and the antigen is promoted to be apoptotic gradually.
To apply immune system on service robot, the service robot is counted as B-cell, possible node is considered an antibody, and local environment information is regarded as an antigen. For biological immune system, the larger the affinity is, the more benefits the body has. So following the immune system theory, affinity of service robot system, which is defined as ( ), is calculated as follows:
where 1 , 2 mean harmonic parameters. benefit( ) is defined as forecast ability of environmental information acquirement. It represents unknown grid unit number in the circle area with the antibody as center and laser scan range as radius. During the delivery task, the more environmental information the exploration environment includes, the larger the exploration worth is. obstacle( ) is defined as exploration attractor when the robot moves to the obstacle; it is usually valued from one to ten. The higher the value is, the more the occupied grid number is. This is one fixed thought based on autonomous exploration, which means the area nearby the obstacle has much more environmental information. Meanwhile, costtime( ) stands for the time cost in the robot moving from current position to the corresponding possible node. In conclusion, the larger the parameter ( ) is, the better the robot can serve. So, the possible node with a larger affinity will be chosen as target node where the robot will move.
Experimental Results
To verify the good performance of path planning brought by immune system application, some experiments are conducted.
Experiments on Robot.
The experiment on robot is carried out in the experimental environment. The experiment results are demonstrated in Figure 4 . To illustrate advantages brought by introducing immune system, comparative experiment without immune system introduced is described in Figure 5(a) , and the exploration result with immune system is illustrated in Figure 5(b) .
As shown in Figure 5 (a), the robot explored areas repeatedly in the rectangles surrounded by blue lines, while the exploration performance of robot with immune system in Figure 5 (b) is obviously better.
Experiments on Wheelchair.
The path planning strategy based on immune system is applied on the wheelchair platform to verify the practicality. The experiment results are demonstrated in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a) shows the experiment and the path of wheelchair and Figure 6(b) shows the four moments of wheelchair movements.
From the results, we can see that the wheelchair can avoid obstacles and move in an optimal path using our path planning strategy based on immune system.
In conclusion, with the path planning strategy based on immune system, service robot can do delivery task and make the disabled and the elderly movement more convenient and so on.
Conclusion
To serve the elderly and the disabled better, the service robot must move through an optimal path. So immune system is applied on service robot for its advantages.
Firstly, the robot abstracts admissible space tree to find possible nodes. Then, compared with immune system, possible node is regarded as antibody and local environmental information is considered an antigen. Finally, experiments on robot and wheelchair are conducted to verify practicality of our path planning strategy.
Further endeavor will be made to investigate the improvement of current algorithm and will focus on multirobotic system in the future. 
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